Dynasty Flyer Program

The Dynasty Flyer Program is a long-term, preferential program initiated by China Airlines. It offers our members a range of considerate, value-added services. Once you become a member of the Dynasty Flyer Program (DFP), each time you fly with us or use our partners’ services, you earn mileage. At China Airlines, we make traveling easy and fun by offering a wide range of products and services as well as many ways of earning mileage.

Qualifications

1. Anyone at two years of age or above is eligible to become a Dynasty Flyer Member.
2. Applicant under 12 years old (EU applicants under 16 years old) must register a legal guardian, who must also be a member.

Points to Note

2. Each individual can only enroll once. For duplicate enrollment, only one membership number will be kept.
3. Please use the same name on your passport to enroll and inform your membership number upon booking or check-in to ensure flight mileage automatically credited.
4. If you have flown with China Airlines within the last six months, please also enclose ticket and boarding pass copy for mileage accumulation.
5. We will e-mail your membership number within six weeks after receiving your application. We don’t issue physical Dynasty card, and physical Gold Card is no longer available from February 1st, 2021. We welcome you to download China Airlines App and apply for password. After logging in, you can access to digital membership card. Physical membership card will be delivered once you become a Paragon and an Emerald member.
6. Membership will be automatically expired without notice if members do not hold available award numbers and there is no update in mileage record and personal data (including membership tier) within 6 years.
7. Mailing: China Airlines Dynasty Flyer Program Department Q5F, No1, Hangzhan S. Rd; Dayuan Dist., Taoyuan City 33758, Taiwan (R.O.C.) Fax Number: 886-3-399-8793

Personal Information Protection Statement

According to the paragraph one of Article 8 of Personal Information Protection Act, China Airlines (hereinafter referred to as “We”) issues its statement of personal data protection and collection agreement to notify you of your responsibilities and rights, please make sure that you carefully read all of the contents in this statement.

1. Purpose of collecting Personal information : We will legally collect, process, use, and collect your personal information for the purpose of member service, customer management, promotional activities, investigation, statistics and research analysis etc.
2. Type of the personal information collected : The types of personal information collected including, but not limited to, names, family relationship, gender, social conditions, employment, etc. For example, the salutation, English and Chinese Name, ID number, telephone number, mobile number, fax number, mailing address, gender, birth date, nationality, e-mail address, Passport number, occupation and Title, company name, guardian name and card number, nominee name and card number and relevant personal information etc.
3. Duration, area, target and way of the use of personal information :
   A. Duration : The duration period in accordance with the relevant laws and regulations or in line with business needs.
   B. Area : The area where we provide of service.
   C. Targets : The company and our affiliated companies, subsidiaries, agency and other business partners, institutions in relation to relevant business, and legally investigation authority or financial supervisory authority.
   D. Ways of using personal information : By the ways that is compliance with personal information protection relevant regulations to collect your personal information.
4. We will accordance with the personal information protection laws and relevant regulations to collect, processing your personal information.
5. According to Article 3 of the personal Information Protection Act, you are entitled to make the following requests :
   A. Any inquiry and request for a review of the personal information.
   B. Any request to make duplications of the personal information.
   C. Any request to supplement or correct the personal information.
   D. Any request to discontinue collection, processing or use of the personal information.
   E. Any request to delete the personal information.
6. The impact of fail to provide your personal information : If you do not provide the person data requested by the application form, we will not be able to process your application.
7. Please be advised that we cannot distinguish the age of persons who access and use our website. If a minor (according to applicable laws) has provided us with his/her personal data without parental or guardian consent, the parent or guardian should contact us to remove the relevant personal data and unsubscribe the minor.
8. If we become aware that personal data has been collected from a person under a minor without parental or guardian consent, we will delete this personal data and terminate the minor's account, if that minor has an account.
DYNASTY FLYER PROGRAM APPLICATION FORM

Please make sure your hand writing is legible, any incomplete data providing may result in non-membership to Dynasty Flyer Program.

Chinese Name

Family Name in Chinese : __________________________

Given Name in Chinese : __________________________

English Name (English name must exactly same as passport.)

Family Name : __________________________

Given Name : __________________________

Date of Birth : _______ Year _____ Month _____ Date

Gender : □ Male □ Female

Nationality : □ R.O.C □ Other ________________

Passport No : _______________________

I.D. No : _______________________

( Please ensure to fill out ID No, if you hold a passport of R.O.C )

Mailing Address (Please ensure to fill out mailing address.)

Street : __________________________

City : __________________________ State : __________________________

Country : __________________________ ZIP Code : __________________________

E-MAIL Address (Please ensure to fill out E-MAIL Address.)

________________________________________

Phone : (Country Code - Area Code - Phone No - Extension)

Mobile Phone : _____ - _____ - _____________

Home Phone : _____ - _____ - _____________ - _____

Business Phone : _____ - _____ - _____________ - _____

FAX Number : _____ - _____ - _____________

Company name : __________________________ Title : __________________________

Preferred language : □ Chinese Version □ English Version

I agree to receive the short message from China Airlines : □ Yes □ No

I agree to receive the promotion information from China Airlines : □ Yes □ No

I have read and agree to the Terms and Conditions of Membership Enrollment and the Personal Information Protection Statement.

Signature of Applicant : _________________ Date : _____________

Guardian Column- obligated for applicants aged 2 to 12 (EU applicants under 16 years old)

Signature of Guardian : __________________________

Guardian Membership No : __________________________

□ Guardian's consent has been obtained.